
 

Teenagers and young people display a great interest in sports and 
very little interest in politics 

Girls are more interested in medicine and cultural issues while boys 
are more interested in sports 

The Basque Youth Observatory has analysed data published by the Elhuyar 
Foundation in its report “Euskal Herriko gazte eta nerabeen zientzia eta 
teknologiaren pertzepzioa, 2011”, based on a research project involving 
2,061 interviews with students aged 10 to 18 in the Basque Autonomous 
Region, Navarre and in the French Basque Country between May and June 
2011. From this study, the Basque Youth Observatory has drawn some 
conclusions regarding the interests of teenagers and young people in the 
Basque Country (Greater Region), which have been set out below.  

According to the report, two thirds of teenagers and young people aged 10 
to 18 display extreme or great interest in sport (68.3%). This interest 
declines as other subjects are mentioned: 50.4% display extreme or great 
interest in cinema, art and culture, 48.3% in medicine and health, 46.9% in 
science and technology, 43.2% in the environment and ecology, 40% in 
education, 28.9% in food and consumption, 23.7% in issues related to 
celebrities and 18.9% in the economy and businesses. Politics attracts the 
lowest levels of interest: only 14.1% of young people and teenagers find 
politics extremely or very interesting. 

In any case, the stakes are not the same in boys and girls: girls are 
especially interested in medicine and health, followed by cinema, art and 
culture, while the most interesting subject, by far, for boys is sport. In 
addition, girls show far greater interest than boys in education and issues 
related to celebrities, whereas boys are far more interested than girls in 
science and technology.  

http://www.gazteaukera.euskadi.net/r58-854/en/
http://laborategia.elhuyar.org/informazioa/txostenak/EuskalHerrikoGazteenZientziaEtaTeknologiariBuruzkoPertzepzioa2011.pdf
http://laborategia.elhuyar.org/informazioa/txostenak/EuskalHerrikoGazteenZientziaEtaTeknologiariBuruzkoPertzepzioa2011.pdf
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Teenagers and young people in the Basque Country aged 10 to 18
extremely or very interested in several issues, based on sex
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Source: Basque Youth Observatory, based on data from the Elhuyar Foundation (2011) 
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http://www.facebook.com/pages/Gazteen-Euskal-Behatokia-Observatorio-Vasco-de-la-Juventud/104554102971523?sk=wall
http://twitter.com/#!/GazteBehatokia

